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A set X in a vector space V is said to be k-independent (where A: is a positive 
integer) if, for each x E X, x\{x) admits a partition into k subsets (I~}~- t,,...l such 
that x & spanxs, 0 = I,..., k. It is proved that if dim V = n and XC V is k- 
independent, then X cannot contain more than (“‘t-’ ) elements; his bound is 
sharp for vector spaces over sufficiently large fields. A broader notion (k- 
independence in degrees) is considered, and similar results are obtained. Several 
unresolved problems are stated, some involving matroid generalizations of questions 
answered as yet only within vector space context. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The questions raised and the results presented in this article have their 
origin in research pertaining to mixtures of many chemical species among 
which there occur many chemical reactions [ 11. In the course of that 
research there arose questions which bear upon the detailed structure of 
vector sets (sets of chemical reactions), the crucial issues revolving about 
aspects of structure which are related to but “finer” than simple linear depen- 
dence. Because the theorems proved might be of general interest,’ they are 
offered here divorced from their chemical context, substantially broadened, 
and endowed with a more suggestive vocabulary. 
The questions considered pertain to what we call k-independence: 
DEFINITION 1. Let Y be a vector space, let X be a subset of V, and let k 
be a positive integer. Then x E X is k-independent in X if Xj{x} can be 
partitioned into k subsets x1 ,..., xk such that x & span xe, 6 = 1, 2,..., k. 
In Definition 1 we allow some of the subsets in the partition to be empty 
and adopt the convention that the span of the empty set consists only of the 
’ In fact, Theorem I has already found use in a paper by Baclawski and White 121. 
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zero vector. This is primarily to allow for the situation in which elements ot 
fl{z~} are too few in number to admit partition into k .lon-empty sets. With 
this in mind, we can assert that k-independence of x’ m X implies (k -t 1 i- 
independence of .Y in X. 
DEFINTION 2. A set XC V is k-independent if every element of X is k- 
independent in X. 
Ordinary linear independence of a set is equivalent to l-independence of 
that set, and the two terms will be used interchangeably. 
EXAMPLE. Let V = R”, and let 
X={(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,~),(~,~,~),~~~~~~)~~~~~~~)~. 
Then X is 2-independent but not l-independent. 
This example demonstrates that in R3 there can exist a six-element 2- 
independent set. At this point the reader is urged to consider whether there 
can exist a seven-element 2-independent set in II?‘. We ask the following 
question: 
If V is an n-dimensional vector space and k is a positive integer, what is the 
maximal number of elements that can reside in a k-independent subset of VI 
It may happen that a set XC V is not k-independent but that certain 
elements of X are k-independent in X. If these elements are removed from X, 
leaving a set X’, it may be the case that certain elements of X’ are k- 
independent in R. These can be removed from X’, leaving a set X”. We can 
proceed in this fashion, and it may happen that the original set X can be 
exhausted. Motivated by this idea, we offer the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 3. Let X be a subset of V, and let X,(k) CX denote the set 
of all elements of X which are k-independent in X. Furthermore, let X,(k) c 
X/X,(k) be the set of all elements which are k-independent in X\x,[k); 
elements of X,(k) are said to be k-independent of degree one in X. Let 
X,(k) cX\[X,(k)U X,(k)] be the set of all elements which are k- 
independent in X/[X,(k) UX,(k)]; elements of X,(k) are said to be k- 
independent of degree two in X, etc. Elements of X,,(k) are said to be k- 
independent of degree zero in X. 
DEFINITION 4. A set XC V is k-independent in degrees if every element 
of X is k-independent of some degree in X, i.e., if X = up_ ,, X,(k) for some 
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integer p > 0. If X is k-independent in degrees and if p > 0 is the largest 
integer for which X,(k) is non-empty, then X is k-independent of degree p.’ 
EXAMPLE. Let V = R3, and let 
x= ((4,0,0),(2,2,0),(2,~,2),(0,3,1)1(012,2),(~~, L3)l. 
Then 
-G(2) = 1(4,0,0>, (272, O), (2,0,2)) 
and 
X,(2) = l(O, 3, I), (0,2,2), (0, 133)). 
Thus, X is 24ndependent in degrees; in fact, X is 2-independent of degree 
one. 
Obviously, the requirement that a set Xc V be k-independent in degrees is 
weaker than the requirement that X be k-independent (of degree zero). 
Consequently, we consider the following question: 
If V is an n-dimensional vector space and k is a positive integer, what is the 
maximal number of elements that can reside in a subset of V which is k- 
independent in degrees? 
Notation. The symbol k will always denote a positive integer. If V is a 
vector space, P’k will denote the k-fold tensor product of C’ with itself. If 
I E V, then x”~ will denote the k-fold tensor product of x with itself. In 
particular, V’ ’ = V and xB1 =x. v* will denote the dual of V. If x is a 
subset of V, 2 will denote the span of x and 1x1 will denote the number of 
elements in il. 
2. SOME THEOREMS ON k-INDEPENDENCE 
Unless stated otherwise, V denotes a finite-dimensional vector space over 
an arbitrary field IK, and n denotes the dimension of V. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a subset of V. If x E X is k-independent in X, 
then x “k is l-independent in the set { yW E V’? y E X}. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by introduction on k. That the proposition 
‘To say that a set is k-independent of degree zero is, of course, to say ihat the set is k- 
independent. The term “k-independent of degree zero” will be used only when questions 
concerning /c-independent in degrees are under consideration. 
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holds true for k = 1 is trivial. We suppose the proposition to be true for 
k - 1 and show that it must also hold true for k. Suppose on the contrary 
that there exists a finite set Y c K{.x/ and a set (~l,/,.~~ c 11 such that 
Since x is k-independent in X, there exists a partition of fl{x) into k subsets 
XIrX2w xk such that 
x4& 6’ = 1, 2,. .., k. (2) 
By virtue of the fact that x 6Z ,& there exists f E v* such that 
f(x)= 1 (3) 
and 
f(Y) = 09 VY EXk. (4) 
Now let T: pk -+ P(k-‘) be the linear transformation defined by the 
requirement that, for all z, @ z2 @ ‘I. @ zk E pk. 
(5) 
Furthermore, let 
Y' = tik. 
Then operation with T on both sides of (1) yields 
(6) 
(7) 
Since (2) implies that x is (k - 1)-independent in the set tik, (7) is in 
contradiction to the inductive hypothesis. B 
THEOREM 1. tf Xc V is k-independent in degrees, then the set 
( y* E p: y E X) is l-independent (i.e., linearly independent). In 
particular, { yoc E V@: y E X} is l-independent ifX is k-independent. 
Proof. The second sentence of the theorem is a trivial consequence of the 
preceding proposition. To prove the more generai result on k-independence in 
degrees we suppose that X = iJpzO X,(k), where X,(k) is the set of vectors 
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which are k-independent of degree i in X. Suppose that Y, c X is a linite set 
and that 1a,.h,,.,, c IK is a set such that 
0= x a,y”*. 
YCY” 
(8) 
We shall show that a,, = 0 for every y E Y, by demonstrating that a,, = 0 for 
.v E Y, ~7 Xi(k), i = 0, I,.,., p. The proof proceeds by induction on i. It is a 
simple consequence of Proposition 1 that ay = 0 for every y C‘s Y,, which is k- 
independent in X, i.e., for every y E X,(k) n Y,. Now suppose that a,, = 0 
for every y E Y,, n X,(k), i = O,..., m. We wish to show that ag = 0 for 
.vE Y,,flX,,,+,(k). Let Y,,, = Y,\[U~~“ro Xi(k)]. Then (8) reduces to 
(9) 
Since Y,, , c x\((Jrz”=, Xi(k)], Proposition 1 ensures that a, = 0 for every 
J’E Y,,l which is k-independent in x\[lJ~!O X,(k)], i.e., for every 
.vEX,,,+,(k)n Yo. I 
THEOREM 2. If X c V is k-independent in degrees (and, in particular, if 
X is k-independent), then 1 XI ,< ( “i-l ), where n = dim V. 
Proof: If X is k-independent in degrees, it follows from Theorem 1 that 
(@ E V”k: x E X} is a linearly independent set. But elements of this set 
clearly reside in the (“+:-I )-dimensional linear subspace of V@ composed 
of symmetric tensors, i.e., those tensors which are invariant under all 
possible permutation operators on V*. Thus, 1X1,< (“f-l ). m 
The following examples demonstrate that for vector spaces over 
sufficiently large fields the upper bound provided by Theorem 2 is sharp. In 
fact, the examples indicate that for any positive integers n and k there exists 
a vector space V such that dim V = n and such that V (contains a k- 
independent subset with ( ’ + i-i ) elements. 
EXAMPLE 1. Take V = R”, let k > 0 be an integer, and d.efine r, c R” 
by 
r, = (Xl 3 xz,..., x,)E II?“: 5 xi = k and x,E {O, l,..., k), i := l,..., n . 
i=l I 
Then r, is k-independent. (Note that Ir,l= ( n+t-’ ).) 
Proof: We proceed by induction on k. That r, is l-independent is trivial. 
We assume that r,-, is (k - I)-independent and show that r, is k- 
independent. For x E r, we are required to exhibit a partition of r,\{x} into 
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subsets 2, ,..., xk such that x 6? x0, H = I,..., k. The vector x has at least one 
non-zero component, which we shall suppose to be x,. Let H = ( y E $4”: 
J, = O} and take X~ = H f7 (I;\,(x}): clearly. x 6? &. In order to exhibit 
x1 ,..., xk-, we observe that the automorphism 
takes I’,\H bijectively onto r, _ I . By the inductive hypothesis, Ax is (k - l)- 
independent in I’,-, so that there exists a partition of I’,- ,\{Ax) into subsets 
* 
XT, x2 ,...,xc-I such that Ax&s, 0= l,..., k- 1. Thus, xf?S-‘~;), 
e = I,..., k-l. Taking xs=A-‘k$), 8= l....,k-1, we get the desired 
result. I 
Remark I. If IK is a field such that char(lK) > k, then Example 1 carries 
over (without change in proof) to the choice V = IK". 
EXAMPLE 2. Let V = R”. Choose in R” n + k - 1 hyperplanes in general 
position (i.e., such that any set of n or more of these hyperplanes intersect 
only in the zero vector). Each subset of n - 1 hyperplanes intersects in a 
one-dimensional subspace. Let Xc IF?” be constructed by choosing one non- 
zero vector from each of the (’ ,‘!; ’ ) = (“‘z-l ) one-dimensional subspaces 
so formed. Then X is k-independent. 
ProoJ Let x be any element of X. The vector x resides in (n - 1) of the 
chosen hyperplanes, leaving k hyperplanes H, ,..., H, in which x does not lie. 
Clearly, every element of x\{x} resides in at least one of these k hyper- 
planes. Any partition of x\(x) into subsets x1 ,...,xk such that x8 c H,, 
8 = l,..., k, must be such that x cf &, 8 = l,..., k. m 
Remark 2. We note that Example 2 admits generalization to any n- 
dimensional vector space containing n + k - 1 hyperplanes in general 
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position. To the best of the author’s recollection, the construction underlying 
Example 2 was suggested on different occasions by Ingleton, Mason, and 
Woodall. Somewhat later, the same construction was suggested by the 
reviewer of the original manuscript. 
Although either of the examples would have sufficed to demonstrate the 
sharpness of the bound provided in Theorem 2, we have presented both 
because the two constructions do not generally yield maximal k-independent 
sets with identical matroid structure. For the case n = 3, k = ;I, Fig. 1 depicts 
TZ of Example 1, while Fig. 2 depicts a typical result of the construction 
suggested by Example 2. It is clear that the dependencies among the six 
points in the two figures are of a different quality: In Fig. 1 the point (1, 1,0) 
lies in the span of precisely one pair taken from the remaining five points, 
but no point in Fig. 2 has this property. 
3. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS 
The following questions remain unresolved. In these questions, k and n 
range over the positive integers. Where appropriate, the definitions of 
Section 1 are given their obvious matroid generalizations. 
Question 1. The results of Section 2 indicate that, among the class of all 
rank-n matroids which are k-independent in degrees and which have vector 
space representation, the largest matroids contain (“‘i -’ ) elements. 
However, the situation for the class of all matroids remains unresolved; in 
particular, it is by no means clear that a rank-n matroidl which is k- 
independent or k-independent in degrees cannot contain more than (“t -’ ) 
elements. Consequently, we ask: What is the maximum number of elements 
that can comprise a rank-n matroid which is k-independent? What is the 
maximum number of elements that can comprise a rank-n matroid which is 
k-independent in degrees? It is not clear that the answers to these questions 
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need be identical; if not, we ask: What is the maximum number of elements 
that can comprise a rank-n matroid which is k-independent of specified 
degree? 
Question 2. What is the largest number p such that there exists a rank-n 
matroid containing an element which is k-independent of degree p in that 
matroid? What is the answer if the matroid is required to have vector space 
representation? 
Question 3. In light of the fact that the upper bound provided by 
Theorem 2 is sharp only for vector spaces over certain fields, we ask: What 
is the relationship between the maximum number of elements that can reside 
in a vector set which is k-independent (of specified degree) and the nature of 
the field over which the ambient vector space is defined? 
Question 4. In light of the distinct matroidal characters of Examples 1 
and 2 (Section 2), we ask: What is the number of essentially distinct 
“maximal” rank-n matroids which are k-independent (of specified degree)? If 
attention is restricted to matroids representable in IK", how does the answer 
depend on the field IK? In particular, what is the answer for matroids 
representable in IR “? 
Question 5. Let X be a set in a vector space V, and call X kth tensor 
power independent if the map x -+ XL% takes X into an independent set. It is 
not difficult to construct sets, say X c R” and X’ c IF?“, such ,that 1X1= JX’ 1, 
such that X and X’have essentiaIly identical matroid structure, but such that 
X is kth tensor power independent while X’ is not. Thus, kth tensor power 
independence of a set XC V is not a property which depends solely on the 
matroid structure of X. Nevertheless, if X is k-independent in degrees (a 
property which does depend solely on the matroid structure of X), then this 
is su$kient to ensure that X is also kth tensor power independent. Thus, we 
ask: Is k-independence in degrees the most general matroid property of a set 
XC I’ which ensures that X is kth tensor power independent? That is, does 
there exist a matroid property (other than k-independence in degrees) such 
that all sets in V which share this property are kth tensor power 
independent? (If such a property exists, then, for any XC V which has this 
property, /XI < (‘+z-’ ), where n = dim V. Recall the proof of Theorem 2.) 
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